
< Introduction about Spain > 

 

I introduced the situation of Kendo in England before and now I introduce Spain. 

Atsugi has been keeping long relation with this country. 

Few years later after that the later Mr.kouzou Takizawa visited European countries as a member of the inspection party 

of All Japan Kendo Federation, two young guys came to Shisheikan Atsugi from Spain. It was 32 years ago. 

One was Mr.Ryo Hiruma 1st grade of Barcelona who was taught Kendo by Master Teruhiko Kurasawa in high school in 

Kanagawa prefecture. And the other was Mr.Kazuo Yonesu the 2nd grade of Okayama. 

They came to Shiseikan in order to get the know how to teach Kendo to Spanish People and learned the elementary 

method of coaching Kendo. 

The following year we were requested by them to come to Spain to coach Kendo there because they felt it difficult for 

them to coach the next stage. Although they told us that they had a few money to offer only fees for meal, 

Mr.KoizouTakizawa advised us that you had better go even if you spend money because this experience must teach you a 

good lesson, so I went as a leader together with Mr.Takemura, Mr.Inoue(school teacher) and Mr.Furukawa(announcer of 

NHK). 

We boarded on Jumbo Jet which was put on the line few years before. At that time Jumbo Jet didn’t have enough 

efficiency to fly to Europe from Japan directly, so the flight to Alaska took us 7 hours and to Amsterdam 9 hour flying 

over the North Pole, and furthermore it took us 3 hours to Madrid. I remember we were totally tired from that long trip. 

We did there as follows. 

Training event in Madrid, Kendo course in Police school in Vitoria Bask, Training event in Barcelona and in Manresa a 

course in the morning, All Spain event afternoon. 

It impressed me that many people wore not hakama and kendo-gi (uniform of kendo) but ordinary shirts and trousers 

with hand-made protector (its thickness was 5cm and very heavy). The match of men of great strength seemed to beat 

each other with log and we saw many scars of bruise 

on their bodies. 

It was too much dreadful Kendo match, so it was very 

hard for us to correct their style to right way, however 

I cannot forget that meals were so tasty. 

That was my first experience and till now I visited 

Spain 25 times to have a course of Kendo and training 

event. 



Every year many of Spanish Kenshi came to Atsugi to practice and teach their juniors what they learned here.  

30 years have passed since I last saw that dreadful match. 2 persons became 7th grade among the members who attended 

that match. 

Later many persons became 5th grade or 6th grade and have supported Kendo in Spain as leaders. 

The population of Kendo in Spain has already reached 1,000. 

I practice still together with Mr.Hiruma every time I visit Spain.  

Mr.Yonesu has already retired from Kendo and now has Japanese restaurant 

“Musashi”, so we talk eagerly about the past. 

We can say with a confidence that two of them are the founder of Kendo in 

Spain 

In the Europe Kendo Championship held in Switzerland in 2005, the 

disciples of Master Hiruma the 6th grade (now) among the Spanish team 

showed great activities to get 1st prize defeating French team. 

The report done by telephone made me so happy as to be unable to forget it. 

One month later coach of the team Sr. Pedro Solei(will come Atsugi with his 

wife) sent us the Gold medal being framed with words that this Gold medal 

should be had by Shiseikan because we got this victory by great support of 

Shiseikan. 

 

(Written by Kenji Takizawa,Chairman of Atsugi Kendo Federation) 

 


